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ABSTRACT OF THE DTSnTDSTIRR

An article is provided that is suitable for use in surface coverings such as laminate

floorings, wherein the article has a planar decorative surface, a lower planar surface and at

least one male edge and at least one female edge, with the male and female edges having

profiles that provide the ability to interlock adjacent articles by approaching one article to the

other at an angle, inserting the male edge into the female edge and causing the lower planar

surfaces ofthe two articles to become coplanar, thus forming a gapless seam between the

articles which can be formed, ifdesired, without glue and which can be, ifdesired, watertight
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TITLE OF THE INVENTION

ARTICLE WITH INTERLOCKINGEDGES

AND COVERINGPRODUCTPREPARED THEREFROM

BACKGROUND OFTHE INTENTION

The present invention relates to an article having interlocking edges and its use in

preparing a covering product useful for covering flat surfaces as well as rounded surfaces,

particularly useful in preparing a laminate flooring product that is easy to install, easy to

repair, essentially glueless in installation and essentially waterproofin use due to the profile

Discussion Ofthe Packgrpimd:

In recent years the use oflaminate products in the flooring industry as a replacement

or substitute for traditional wood plank flooring has grown tremendously due to the durability

and ease ofcare ofthe laminate products. However, the laminate flooring products currently

available often have several disadvantages.

Many conventional laminate floor products have edges mat are machined to fit one

into the other. However, the conventional method for preparing such edges provides an

interference fit (shown in Figure 1). In the interference fit type ofedge, any glue that is

placed in the cutout portion ofthe edge must be forced out upon insertion ofthe

corresponding edge on an adjacent piece oflaminate. Due to the tight fit, however, the fitting

together ofthe laminate pieces often requires pressure and clamps to hold the pieces together.

Additionallywhen the pieces arejoined, and the glue is forced out ofthe cutout edge, there is

no way to control the direction in which the glue will exit. It can exit either in an upwards

direction towards the visible surface ofthe flooring or in a downwards direction to the surface

adjacent the subflooring. Either ofthese options can be detrimental to bom the appearance

and function ofthe resulting floor.

In U.S. Patent 5,618,602, an improved laminate floor was provided in which the rib
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and cutout edges ofthe laminate floor sections are machined in such amanner as to provide

an escape path for glue from the cutout edge up to the visible floor surface while maintaining

sufficient glue on the edge surface to bond the adjacent sections together.

However, since essentiallyno glue is allowed to exit from the bottom ofthe laminate

flooring, the resulting floor can encounterproblems due to entry ofwater into the seam

formed by the edges from below. Since the substrate for the laminate flooring described

therein is fiberboard based (wood based), the entry ofwater can cause swelling, ultimately

resulting in buckling or other distortions in the floor.

Additionally, most laminate flooring requires the use ofglue applied at the interface

ofeach flooring section, and for direct gluedown applications glue is placed on the bottom

surface ofthe flooring section to adhere it to the underfloor. Once the glue sets, the resulting

floor can be extremely difficult to repair or replace. Additionally, due to expansion and/or

contraction within individual sections oflaminate flooring, the resulting floor can undergo

various stresses causing distortions, buckling, etc., thus marring the appearance ofthe floor.

A new type ofsurface covering edge design, particularly in the laminate flooring

arena, is needed to overcome these disadvantages.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, one object ofthe present invention is to provide anew surface covering

product that is easy to install, canbe installed without glue ifdesired, is easy to repair and/or

replace and is essentially waterproof.

A further object ofthe present invention is to provide anew surface covering product

having an edge design that can be assembled and disassembled in a simple mannerwithout

tools or glue.

Another object ofthe present invention is to provide a surface covering product that

has a substantially hydrophobic interior to provide a watertight seam between sections.

Another object ofthe present invention is to provide a laminate flooring prepared

from the surface covering product ofthe present invention.

Another object ofthe present invention is to provide a surface covering product that
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can be used as flowing, wall covering, ceilings and on curved surfaces.

These and other objects ofthe present invention havebeen satisfied by the discovery

ofan article that is suitable for use in surface coverings such as laroinf't''- floorings, wherein

the article has a planar decorative surface, a lower planar surface and at leastonemale edge

5 and at least one female edge, with the male and female edges having profiles that provide the

ability to interlock adjacent articles by approaching one article to the other at an angle,

inserting the male edge into the female edge and causing the lowerplanar surfaces ofthe two

articles to become coplanar, thus forming a gapless seam between the articles which can be

formed, ifdesired, without glue and which canbe, ifdesired, watertight

10 BRIEF DESCRIPTIONOF THP. FIGURES

A more complete appreciation ofthe invention and many ofthe attendant advantages

thereofwill be readily obtained as the same becomes better understood by reference to the

following detailed descriptionwhen considered in connection with the accompanying

drawings, wherein:

15 Fig. 1 shows a conventional forced fit edge in a laminate product

Fig. 2 shows a laminate flooring edge in accordance with U.S. Patent 5,618,602.

Figs. 3A-3C show a preferred embodiment ofa surface covering formed from an

article ofthe present invention, namely a laminate flooring ofthe present invention and the

maimer in which the articles ofthe present invention can bejoined.

20 Fig. 4 shows an enlarged portion ofa preferred edge design according to the present

invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTIONOF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The article ofthe present invention comprises a central core having an upper surface

and lower surface and a plurality ofedge surfaces around its periphery. The upper surface

25 and lower surface can be, independently, selected from the upper and lower surfaces ofthe

central core, respectively; a decorative layer, such as a high pressure decorative laminate, a

solid surfacing veneer or solid surfacing laminate (such as that described in U.S. Application
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No. 08/899,1 18); or any other conventional decorative layer that can be bonded to the central

core. Preferably, the upper and lower surfaces are each a decorative layer, respectively, most

preferably a high pressure decorative laminate layer. The upper and lower decorative layers

may be the same or different The decorative layers can be formed from a variety of

materials. Suitable materials for the decorative layers include, but are not limited to,

conventional high pressure decorative laminate (made from melamine formaldehyde

impregnated kraft paper layers), wood veneers or conventional polymeric solid surfacing

veneers or laminates. The decorative layers can be attached to the core using conventional

means, such as adhesives, or by coextrusion ofthe core and decorative layers, either with or

without a tie layer.

When the core forms the entire article, the core canbe prepared from wood, wood

based products such as fiberboard (such as high density fiberboard), polymeric materials etc.

Suitable polymeric materials include, but are not limited to, rigid thermoplastics and

tnermosets, as well as more flexible elastomers and rubbers. When the article ofthe present

invention is to be used to form a surface covering for a curved surface (either concave or

convex), the article is preferably made from oneofthesemore flexible materials in order to

conform to the curved surface, particularlywhen the surface is convex. The preferred design

ofthe male and female edges ofthe present article allow for significant rotation when the

surface covering formed therefrom is used on a concave curved surface. However, ifthe

article is formed ofa rigidwood or polymer product (either solid, foamed or laminate), the

resulting surface covering has little orno flexibilitywhen placed on a convex surface.

The core ofdie present product can be formed from a variety ofmaterials, such as

wood or wood based products, plastics, metals, etc In order to gain the maximum in

waterproofing and dimensional stability over time, it is preferred to make the central core

from a plastic, more preferably from a hydrophobic polymer. Suitable hydrophobic polymers

include polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene, polyolefins, etc. The core ismost preferably

prepared from a foamed hydrophobic polymer, such as an ABS, HIPS or polyvinyl chloride

foam having a preferred density reduction offrom 0 to 50%, more preferably from 20 to 40%

density reduction, most preferably about 30% density reduction. Within the context ofthe
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prcscnt invention, the term "density reduction" is defined as the percentage by which the

density ofthe foam is lower than the density ofdie unfoamedpolymer that comprises the

foam. The use ofthe hydrophobic polymer foam ofthe present invention provides both

improved watertight seam properties as well as ease ofhandling due to the lighter weight of

the foam.

The core can be formed by any conventional process, including but not limited to,

molding, casting, extrusion, etc. when the core is made ofa polymeric material. When the

core is made from a fiberboard composition, the core can be prepared by any conventional

process. When foe article is a solid piece ofwood, the article can be prepared by

conventional woodworking techniques, so long as the edge profile is prepared to meet the

requirements ofthe invention. The profile ofthe edges ofthe laminate flooring ofthe present

invention can be formed by routing, cutting, etc as needed. Further, when the core is made

from a polymeric material, the profile ofthe edgescanbe made by cutting or can be formed

by extruding the core with the profiles intact

The article offoe present invention has an upper surface and a lower surface, with at

least one male edge and at least one female edge, wherein the at least one male edge and foe

at least one female edge are located on opposing sides from one another. The edges are

formed to provide a profile such that two pieces ofthe article canbejoined together along foe

male and female edges ofthe adjacent pieces as shown in Fig. 3A, by approaching one piece

offoe articlewith a second piece offoe article from an angle, a, as shown in Fig. 3B.

Referring to Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B, male edge containing piece, 10, has rib 1 1 that inserts into a

corresponding groove 21 in female edge containing piece, 20. Once rib 1 1 is seated in foe

corresponding groove 21 offemale edge containing piece 20, foe female edge containing

piece 20 is lowered such that the upper surfaces offoe two article pieces become coplanar and

the lower surfaces offoe two article pieces become coplanar also. The edge profile ofeach

piece is formed in a pattern such that upon reaching the final coplanar arrangement, foe male

edge and female edge offoe two pieces form a gapless seam that interlocks, as shown in Fig.

3C The interlocking is sufficient to prevent separation offoe two article pieces upon

application of force on either or both article pieces along a vector parallel to the upper or
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lower surfaces.

. The edge profiles ate formed in order to provide an approach angle a offrom 10 to 4-5

degrees, preferably from 10 to 20 degrees, most preferably 15-18 degrees.

While the edge profiles do not separate by pulling the two pieces in opposite

5 directions (without breaking either fire male edge or female edge profile), in a preferred

embodiment, the edge profile is shaped such that the two pieces can also bejoined together

by aligning the two pieces such that the upper surfaces are coplanar and fire tower surfaces

are coplanar and pushing the two pieces together to snap die male and female edges into place

and form the gapless seam. Even this embodiment, however, cannot be pulled apart by

10 pulling the pieces in opposite directions without breakage ofthe male or female edge due to

the interlocking nature ofthe edge profiles.

A most preferred embodiment ofthe present invention is shown in Fig. 4, which

shows two adjacent sections ofa laminate flooring product ofthe present invention, each

having a planar decorative surface 1 and a lower planar surface 2, with one piece bearing a

IS male edge 10 and die adjacent piece bearing a female edge 20. The male edge 10 and female

edge 20 each have a planar index surface 12 and 22 respectively. The two planar index

surfaces 12 and 22 are each the same distance from the planar decorative surface 1.

The remaining description ofthe edge profile will center on the male edge ofthe

preferred embodiment, with the understanding drat the female edge is designed to provide the

20 ease of construction qualities ofthe present invention and to be at least nearly completely

exactly complementary to the male edge profile. Within the context ofthe present invention,

the term "nearly completely" indicates that the lower surfaces ofthe male and female edges

may not form a completely gapless seam, as shown in the gap 50 ofFig. 3C. This gap does

nothave to be present but is preferred in order to allow forwear in the cutting tools used to

25 form the edge profile, which would otherwise cause a perfectly fitting seam to gradually force

the lower planar surfaces away from coplanar. With the small gap 50 in the bottom ofthe

edge, the cutters can last longerbetween changes without detrimentally affecting the fit ofthe

seam.

In the most preferred embodiment ofFig. 4, the male edge 10 has a rib 11 above the

i
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planar index surface 12. Between rib 1 1 and planar decorative surface 1 is a groove 13. Rib

1 1 is angled from planar index surface 12 towards the plane formed by planar decorative

surface 1 such that a first lower surface 1 la ofrib 11 forms an angle 8 with the planar index

surface 12. Angle 6 can be from 20 to 50 degrees, preferably from 25 to 45 degrees, most

preferably from 30 to 40 degrees. Rib 11 has a rounded distal end lib and a first upper

surface 1 lc ofthe rib that is non-parallel with first lower surface I la ofrib 1 1, such that first

upper surface 11c ofrib 11 forms an angle with the plane formed by planar index surface

12. Accordingly, f <6.

First upper surface 1 1c ofrib 1 1 also forms a second lower surface 1lc ofthe first

groove 1 3. First groove 13 has a second upper surface 13a that is joined to the second lower

surface 1 lc by a first rounded cutout 13b. Second upper surface 13a extends from first

rounded cutout 13b to a top edge surface 14. Top edge surface 14 extends from the second

upper surface 13a of first groove 13 to meet planar decorative surface 1.

Below the planar index line 12 in the male edge is a second groove 15 having a third

upper surface that corresponds to planar index line 12. The third upper surface (planar index

line 12) is coupled to a third lower surface 15abyway ofsecondrounded cutout 15b. Third

lower surface 15a extends to meet a lower edge surface 16 which extends from third lower

surface 15a to lower planar surface 2.

The female edge 20 has a profile that is complementary to the male edge to the extent

that uponjoining an article having a male edge with an article having a female edge, a seam

is formed that is without gaps from at least apointbelow and adjacent the planar decorative

surface 1 (corresponding to the intersection ofupper edge surface 14 and second upper

surface 13a offirst groove 13) to at least a point above and adjacent lower planar surface 2

(corresponding to the intersection ofthird lower surface 15a ofsecond groove 15 and the

lower edge surface 16).

In a further preferred embodiment, it is possible to bevel the planar decorative surface

ofeach ofthe male and female edges to provide an angled surface down to the point where

the planar decorative surface meets the central core. This would provide a grooved or

notched seam uponjoining adjacent sections for further decorative effect in a surface
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covering product, particularly in a laminate flooring.

Obviously, additional modifications and variations ofthe present invention are

possible in light ofthe above teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope

ofthe appended claims, the invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifically

described herein.
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CLA1MS:

1
.
An article comprising an upper planar surface, a lower planar surface, at least one

male edge and at least one female edge;

wherein each ofthe at least one male edges and at least one female edges has a profile

such mat the article can bejoined to a second adjacent article oflike construction by a

process comprising:

causing a male edge and a female edge oftwo adjacent articles to

approach one another at an angle o, wherein a represents an angle formed by

the lower planar surfaces ofthe two articles;

inserting the male edge on one article into the female edge ofthe other

article; and

causing the lower planar surfaces ofthe two articles to become

coplanar,

to form a gapless seam wherein two adjacent articles cannot be separated by pulling

each ofthe two adjacent articles in opposite directions parallel to the lowerplanar surfaces of

the two adjacent articles without breaking at least one ofthe female ormale edges.

2. The article ofclaim 1, wherein said upper planar surface and said lowerplanar *

surface are formed by laminating a surfacing material onto a central core and said at least one

male edge and said at least one female edge are located at exposed edges ofsaid central core.

3. The article ofclaim 2, wherein said central core is made ofa material selected

from the group consisting offiberboard, solid polymeric materials and foamed polymeric

materials.
,

4. The article ofclaim 2, wherein said central core is made ofa material selected

from the group consisting ofhydrophobic polymers.

5. The article ofclaim 2, wherein said upperplanar surface and said lower planar

surface are each, independently, selected from the group consisting ofhigh pressure

decorative laminates and polymeric surfacing materials.

6. The article ofclaim 2, wherein each ofsaid upper planar surface and said lower
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planar surface are a high pressure decorative laminate and said central core is a foamed

polymeric material, wherein said upper planar surface and said lower planar surface can be

the same or different

7. The article ofclaim 6, wherein said foamed polymeric material is a foamed

polyvinyl chloride, rK)lvacrylorutrUe-co-butadiene-co-styraie (ABS), polyamide or high

impact polystyrene (HIPS).

8. The article ofclaim 7, wherein said foamed polyvinyl chloride has a density

reduction offrom 0 to 50%.

9. An article comprising an upperplanar surface, a lower planar surface, at least one

male edge and at least one female edge;

wherein each ofthe at least one male edge and at least one female edge have a planar

index surface located at a set identical distance from the upper planar surface;

wherein said at least onemale edge has a rib above said planar index surface, with a

first groove above said planar index surface between said rib and said upper planar surface,

wherein said rib is angled from said planar index surface towards a first plane formed by said

upper planar surface, such that a first lower surface ofsaid rib forms an angle 6 with a second

plane formed by said planar index surface, said rib having arounded distal end and a first

upper surface extending from said rounded distal end towards said second plane, such that a

line extending along said first upper surface intersects said second plane at an angle tj/,

wherein +< 6;

said first upper surface ofsaid rib also forming a second lower surface of said first

groove, said first groove having a second upper surfacejoined to said second lower surface

by a first rounded cutout portion and extending to meet a top edge surface, wherein the top

edge surface extends to meet said upperplanar surface;

wherein said at least one male edge has a second groove below said planar index

surface, wherein said second groove has a third upper surface formed by said planar index

surface and coupled to a third lower surface by a second rounded cutout portion, wherein said

third lower surface extends to meet a lower edge surface, said lower edge surface meeting

with said lower planar surface;
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and wherein said at least one female edge has a profile that is complementary to said

at least one male edge such that uponjoining two ofthe articles together, a seam made at an

interface ofsaid male edge ofone article and said female edge ofanother article is without

gaps from at least a point below and adjacent said upper planar surface to at least a point

5 above and adjacent said lowerplanar surface.

1 0. The article ofclaim 9, wherein said upper planar surface and said lower planar

. surface are formed by laminating a surfacing material onto a central core and said at least one

male edge and said at least one female edge are located at exposed edges ofsaid central core.

1 1 . The article ofclaim 10, wherein said central core is made ofa material selected

10 from the group consisting of fiberboard, solid polymeric materials and foamed polymeric

materials.

12. The article ofclaim 10, wherein said central core is made ofa material selected

from the group consisting ofhydrophobic polymers.

13. The article ofclaim 10, wherein said upperplanar surface and said lower planar

IS surface are each, independently, selected from the group consisting ofhigh pressure

decorative laminates and polymeric surfacing materials.

14. The article ofclaim 10, wherein each ofsaid upper planar surface and said lower

planar surface are a high pressure decorative laminate and said central core is a foamed

polymeric material, wherein said upper planar surface and said lower planar surface can be

20 the same or different

1 5. The article ofclaim 14, wherein said foamed polymeric material is a foamed

polyvinyl chloride, , polyacrylonitrile-co-butadiene-co-styrenc (ABS), polyamide or high

impact polystyrene (HIPS).

16. The article ofclaim IS, wherein said foamed polyvinyl chloride has a density

25 reduction offrom 0 to 50%.

17. The article ofclaim 9, wherein said upper edge surface is perpendicular to said

upper planar surface.

1 8. The article ofclaim 9, wherein said lower edge surface is perpendicular to said

lower planar surface.
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19. The article ofclaim 17, wherein a portion ofsaid female edge, corresponding in

location to said lower edge surface ofsaid male edge, forms an obtuse angle with the lower

planar surface.
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